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ABSTRACT

Objectives Epidemiological reports since 2000 have documented increased prevalence and rapid progression of pneumoconiosis among underground coal miners in the United States. To investigate a possible role of silica exposure in the increase, we examined chest x-rays (CXRIs) for specific abnormalities (r-type small opacities) known to be associated with silicosis lung pathology.

Methods Underground coal miners are offered CXRs every 5 years. Abnormalities consistent with pneumoconiosis are recorded by National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health. CXRs from 1980 to 2008 of 90,973 participating miners were studied, focussing on reporting of r-type opacities (small rounded opacities 3–10 mm in diameter). Log binomial regression was used to calculate prevalence ratios adjusted for miner age and profusion category.

Results Among miners from Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia, the proportion of radiographs showing r-type opacities increased during the 1990s (prevalence ratio (PR) 2.5; 95% CI 1.7 to 3.7) and after 1999 (PR 4.1; 95% CI 3.0 to 5.6), compared to the 1980s (adjusted for profusion category and miner age). The prevalence of progressive massive fibrosis in 2000–2008 was also increased compared to the 1980s (PR 4.4; 95% CI 3.1 to 6.3) and 1990s (PR 3.8; 95% CI 2.1 to 6.8) in miners from Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia.

Conclusions The increasing prevalence of pneumoconiosis over the past decade and the change in the epidemiology and disease profile documented in this and other recent studies imply that US coal miners are being exposed to excessive amounts of respirable crystalline silica.

INTRODUCTION

Underground coal miners are at risk of developing coal workers’ pneumoconiosis (CWP), and to a lesser extent, silicosis, both being progressive and potentially fatal interstitial lung diseases. The prevalence of pneumoconiosis among working underground coal miners in the United States declined progressively from 1970 to 2000 as a result of federal restrictions on respirable dust concentrations in underground coal mines enacted in 1969. However, since 2000 the decreasing trend appears to have reversed and the prevalence of pneumoconiosis among examined miners with 15 or more years of coal-mining tenure has increased markedly. In addition to the increasing prevalence, recent reports suggest changes in the epidemiology and clinical features of pneumoconiosis among underground coal miners, characterised by an increase in severity, geographical clustering, rapid disease progression and advanced disease in younger miners.

Since 1980, national mean exposure levels of respirable mixed coal mine dust reported for enforcement purposes have been consistently below federal permissible exposure limits and relatively unchanged on an annual basis. In the face of the established aetiological association of CWP with coal mine dust, and the reported stability in miners’ exposures to respirable mine dust over the last three decades, we sought additional explanations for the current increasing disease trend and changing clinical pattern.

One potential explanation is that the toxicity of the dust generated during coal mining has changed, resulting in an increased inflammatory response and more potent induction of pneumoconiosis. An increased proportion of crystalline silica in coal mine dust provides a plausible explanation for an increase in dust toxicity. Some underground coal mining jobs are known to be associated with silica exposure, and the lungs of a minority of coal miners have been demonstrated to show typical pathological lesions of silicosis. Additionally, rapid progression and progressive massive fibrosis (PMF) are more likely with silicosis than with CWP.
To investigate the potential role of dusts containing free silica in the increasing prevalence and severity of dust-related lung disease in coal miners, we examined radiographs from underground coal miners for the presence of a specific type of abnormality that has been shown to be associated with silicosis lung pathology (rounded pneumoconiotic opacities exceeding 3 mm—r-type). Using data from miners who participated from 1980 to 2008 in the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)-administered Coal Workers’ X-ray Surveillance Program (CWXSP), we report the time trends and geographical distribution of these radiographic abnormalities.

METHODS
Data were derived from the CWXSP. Characteristics of the surveillance program, including data collection, historical perspectives, institutional review board approval and patient consent, have been extensively described elsewhere. In brief, all US underground coal miners are eligible, and those that participate complete a standardised questionnaire documenting age, sex and employment history, and undergo a chest radiograph approximately every 5 years. The radiographs are classified by NIOSH B Readers for the presence, profusion and type of lung parenchymal abnormalities consistent with pneumoconiosis, according to the International Labour Organization Classification of Radiographs of Pneumoconioses (ILO Classification) and results are recorded in a standardised format. Under the ILO Classification, small pneumoconiotic opacities are scored as category 0 (absent) or categories 1, 2 or 3 profusion as the disease severity increases. In addition, the opacities are categorised by their shape and size (type) under the ILO Classification. Large opacities are similarly recorded as categories A, B and C. PMF was defined as the presence of any large opacity.

Data for the present analysis were restricted to radiographs of underground coal miners acquired from 1 January 1980 to 15 September 2008. For inclusion in the analytical dataset, an ILO Classification complying with NIOSH program procedures, as well as complete information regarding mine location, date of birth and date of the radiograph, were required. Because the CWXSP is an ongoing health surveillance program, many miners had multiple radiographic readings recorded over time. For the present analysis, data were restricted to the most recent classification of the most recent radiograph available for each individual.

The presence of r-type opacities on a miner’s radiograph was determined from the primary and secondary shape and size of small pneumoconiotic opacities designated by the NIOSH B Reader on the standard Roentgenographic Interpretation Form. A radiograph was determined to show r-type opacities when the classification indicated r-type for either the primary or secondary opacity type. Mining tenure was not available for all miners, however a date of birth for each miner was provided. Sub-analyses indicated mining tenure was correlated with miner age. Prevalence ratios (PR) were adjusted for profusion category and median age using log binomial regression. The SAS statistical software package V.9.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA) was used for all analyses.

In total, 31 different B Readers contributed 98% of the total readings from 1980 to 2008. However, different readers participated in the CWXSP for various time periods, with 14 readers participating in more than one decade and four reading for the full period of this investigation. To understand any time-dependent reader effects on the results, we examined the findings after grouping readers by the decade or decades during which they classified study radiographs.

RESULTS
Mining population
Classifications for 90,973 miners from 1980 to 2008 (any mining tenure) were included in the analysis. The majority were male (97%) and white (96%), and 50.7% were mining in Kentucky, Virginia or West Virginia at the time the radiograph was obtained. Of the 90,973 radiographs, 2868 (3.2%) had a profusion determination of ILO category 1 or greater. Median miner age (in years) at the time of the radiograph was 32.5 for 1980–1989 compared to 42.8 and 44.3 for the 1990–1999 and 2000–2008 time periods, respectively.

Radiographic small opacity profusion
Of the 2868 radiographs taken in 1980–2008 and showing ILO category 1 or greater small opacities, 85.7% showed category 1, 12.3% showed category 2 and 2.0% category 3. The distribution of small opacity profusion classifications for the study population is presented in table 1 by decade. The proportion of radiographs showing opacity category 0 or 1 varied little over the study period. In contrast, since 2000 there has been a 28% increase in category 2, and a greater than twofold increase in category 5 classifications compared to 1980–1999 (prevalence ratio (PR) 2.4; 95% CI 1.4 to 4.0; Fisher p=0.001) (table 1).

When stratified by region, a marked increase over time in the proportion of small opacity profusion categories 2 and 5 is apparent among miners in Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia, although not in the remainder of the United States (figure 1). Specifically, since 1999, radiographs showing opacity profusion categories 2 and 5 have become over twice as common compared to 1980–1999 (PR 2.3; 95% CI 1.8 to 2.9) in Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia. In contrast, in the remainder of the USA, the proportion of radiographs with categories 2 and 3 opacity profusion appears to have decreased over time (PR 0.66; 95% CI 0.42 to 1.0).

Progressive massive fibrosis
The prevalence of PMF in the USA has increased since 1999 compared to 1980–1999 (PR 2.2; 95% CI 1.6 to 3.0; Fisher p<0.0001). However, similar to the trend observed for small opacity profusion category, outside of Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia, PMF has declined in the last three decades (figure 2). The prevalence of PMF between the 1980s and 1990s did not significantly differ. However, in Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia the prevalence of PMF in 2000–2008 was elevated compared to the 1980s (PR 4.4; 95% CI 3.1 to 6.3) and 1990s (PR 3.8; 95% CI 2.1 to 6.8).

r-Type opacities
r-Type opacities were noted as the primary shape/size for 201 radiographs, representing 0.22% of the total radiographs. A similar finding was observed for the secondary r-type opacities.

Table 1 Small opacity profusion and progressive massive fibrosis among participants in the NIOSH Coal Workers’ X-ray Surveillance Program, 1980–2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Small opacity profusion category</th>
<th>Large opacity PMF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980–1989 (n=46928)</td>
<td>45437 (96.8)</td>
<td>1303 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990–1999 (n=15564)</td>
<td>15100 (97.0)</td>
<td>402 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000–2008 (n=28481)</td>
<td>27588 (96.8)</td>
<td>754 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are numbers (%). PMF includes category A, B and C opacities.
which comprised 0.21% of the total radiographs. The 321 radiographs (0.35%) classified as showing r-type opacities (primary and/or secondary type) are the focus of the subsequent analyses.

The proportion of radiographs showing r-type opacities increased over time since 1980. Simple linear regression of the percentage of radiographs showing r-type opacities per year between 1980 and 2008 yielded a regression coefficient of 0.02 and p value of $<0.0001$. For the United States overall, there has been a 3.7-fold increase in r-type opacities among miners with radiographs taken after 1999, compared to 1980–1989 (PR 3.7; 95% CI 2.8 to 4.7), and a twofold increase compared to 1990–1999 (PR 2.0; 95% CI 1.5 to 2.7).

When stratified by region, the overall national increase observed in r-type opacities is diminished when data from Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia are excluded. This suggests that a substantial portion of the effect observed at the national level is driven by the regional contribution of Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia. In fact, for the three-state region, there has been a 7.6-fold increase (95% CI 5.5 to 10.2) in the proportion of r-type opacities observed in 2000–2008 compared to the 1980s (figure 3). We found no statistical difference among any other specific opacity type (p, q, s, t, u) over time.

**Adjustment for small opacity profusion and reader**

It may be that the likelihood of reporting r-type opacities increases with increasing small opacity profusion category, independent of the presence of silicosis. When all the study radiographs were analysed together, increasing small opacity profusion category was associated with progressively greater percentage of the radiographs showing r-type opacities (table 2). However, increasing profusion over time in the three-state region does not fully account for the overall increase observed in r-type opacities. Since 1999, the proportion of r-type opacities increased within every profusion category among all participating US coal miners (table 2).

In fact, r-type opacities increased significantly over time, even accounting for the effect of profusion category and region. Overall, the proportion of radiographs showing r-type opacities increased nearly twofold in the 1990s (PR 1.7; 95% CI 1.2 to 2.3) and threefold after 1999 (PR 3.1; 95% CI 2.4 to 4.1), compared to the 1980s, after adjusting for profusion category and miner age (table 3). A significant increase was observed in the proportion of r-type opacities between the 1980s and 1990s and between the 1990s and 2000–2008 in Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia (table 3). Since 1999, a greater than 1.5-fold increase has occurred both regionally and nationally (table 3).

An apparent increase in reporting of r-type opacities could have arisen because different readers were employed over time in the CWXSP. If the readers employed at different times differed systematically in their predilections for reporting r-type opacities, it could have given rise to an artifactual temporal increase. This was explored by analysing the data by groups of readers corresponding to the decade or decades during which they read for the CWXSP. Importantly, the overall observed trend was evident in the sub-group of readers who read during all three decades. Here the PRs were 2.1 for the 1990s to 2000–2008 and 3.6 for 1980s to 2000–2008, virtually identical to those reported earlier of 2.2 and 3.7 for the whole dataset.

**Figure 1** Pneumoconiosis small opacity category 2 and 3 by region and decade, 1980–2008.

**Figure 2** Progressive massive fibrosis by region and decade, 1980–2008.

**Figure 3** Percentage of r-type opacities by region and decade, 1980–2008.
The largest, most easily accessible North American underground rise in the demand for coal, coupled with increased mining of waste rock has generally 10 or more years after the onset of exposure, the study results suggest a marked increase in the exposure of coal miners to respirable silica during the last 30–40 years.

Based upon the data available, we were unable to establish a specific exposure mechanism to account for our observations. However, over the last four decades there have been changes in coal demand, accessibility and mining technology that could potentially explain increasing respirable silica exposure in coal mines. US coal consumption has increased 62% since 1980, reaching 1129 million short tons consumed in 2007. The continuous rise in the demand for coal, coupled with increasing mining equipment, has led to the depletion of the largest, most easily accessible North American underground coal seams. These factors, and the increasing price of energy sources, have made mining thinner seams of coal more economically feasible. US thin seam coal mines (less than 43 inches) are almost exclusively located in the Appalachian bituminous coal fields. In fact, 96% of US thin seam mines are located in Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia.

Crystalline silica is commonly found in the rock strata surrounding coal seams, in concentrations much higher than within the coal seam itself. The risk of breaching the coal/rock interface is greater in thin coal seams and is likely associated with greater waste rock mined. However, from the economic perspective, the increased mining of waste rock has been offset by improved coal cleaning technologies, allowing for more cost-efficient removal of non-combustible by-products (particularly siliceous rock) in lower quality run-of-the-mine coal. The trends in mining practices and the geographical location of thin seam mining provide a plausible explanation for an increasing exposure to silica dust implied by the results of this study.

To explain the study findings, we would anticipate that the mean exposure to respirable silica would have increased since 1980. Paradoxically, the mean levels of respirable crystalline silica reported for compliance purposes do not demonstrate an increasing trend over that time. However, the compliance method for controlling silica exposure in coal mining has been criticised. Instead of monitoring silica levels directly and ensuring enforcement on that basis, the procedure is indirect and complicated, involving a reduction in the overall coal mine dust compliance standard depending on past measurements of the quartz percentage. This has been said to result in inadequate enforcement. Others have criticised the enforcement approach for coal mine dust, upon which the current silica compliance approach is based. Currently, NIOSH recommends that exposure to respirable quartz dust be limited to 0.05 mg/m³, measured and enforced directly during the work shift.

This study has focused specifically on silica exposure and its possible role in the increase in extent and severity of pneumoconiosis in the USA and selected states. However, other factors, such as increased production (implying an increase in general coal mine dust exposures) and increasing hours worked, may have contributed to the observed increases in disease. However, it does seem likely that the previous reports of geographical clustering of rapidly progressing CWP in younger miners, the increasing prevalence of r-type opacities, and the greater number of cases of severe disease found in this study within the Appalachian coal fields point to excessive exposures to crystalline silica, a long recognised cause of rapid disease progression and severe pneumoconiosis in coal miners. Taken together, these findings stress the need for a timely, comprehensive, accurate and ongoing evaluation of crystalline silica exposures and control strategies in underground coal mines throughout the United States.
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The OEM Blog

We are pleased to announce the initiation of the Occupational & Environmental Medicine blog, available at http://blogs.bmj.com/oem/. The OEM blog is edited by Dr. Leslie Elliott. It’s our hope that the blog will serve the occupational and environmental health community as a forum for discussion and debate of current issues in the field. We welcome a wide range of relevant contributions, including comments on articles published in the Journal, discussion of developments of interest to researchers and practitioners, novel observations and ideas for research, news, and announcements. Contributions to the OEM blog are not peer reviewed, but are screened for relevance and appropriateness and may be edited before posting. As with other correspondence with the Journal, we reserve the right to decline contributions, and we cannot publish material that is offensive, libelous or illegal. As this is a new medium for OEM, we expect that the blog will develop in its own way as the community begins to use it.
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